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The control problem for two serial flexible multilink robots which carry a common rigid
payload is considered. An adaptive controller with feedback and feedforward elements
is presented which can track a prescribed trajectory for the payload with simultaneous
vibration suppression when the manipulated payload is sufficiently large. A free load-
sharing parameter appears in the passivity-based control law which allows the torque
requirement to be shared between the two arms in a largely arbitrary fashion. Simulation
results using a complex model are given which demonstrate excellent tracking perfor-
mance in the face of complete payload uncertainty. © 2003 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

The adaptive control of robot manipulators has been
presented as a solution for dealing with uncertainty
and variation of the mass properties. Although these
systems are nonlinear, globally stable tracking has
been demonstrated both analytically and supported
through experiments.1 The key to these results has
been the linear dependence of the model on the un-
known parameters and, in many cases, the passivity
of an appropriate input-output mapping.2 For in-
stance, with rigid robots it is well known that the map
from joint torques to joint rates is passive and this
property can be used to explain the stabilization

properties of many motion control strategies includ-
ing the ubiquitous proportional-derivative position
feedback.

Motivated by the utility of the passivity concept
in rigid robot control and its occurrence in a single
flexible link when the reflected tip rate is taken as the
output,3 the present author introduced the �-tip rate
in ref. 4 which generalized this output to open-chain
flexible manipulators. Passivity using this output was
demonstrated for ��1 when the manipulated pay-
load was much more massive than the manipulator
and a feedforward which permitted its use in track-
ing problems was constructed in ref. 5. The adaptive
counterpart of that controller was detailed in ref. 6
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and variations of both controllers were implemented
experimentally with great success in ref. 7.

The extension of the �-tip rate idea to cooperat-
ing robot arms forming a closed chain was treated in
ref. 8 where detailed stability proofs and experimen-
tal results were presented. An interesting feature of
this development was the occurrence of a free load-
sharing parameter which was used to distribute the
control torques between the two arms and form the
generalization of the �-tip rate. Beyond this, the dy-
namics and control of cooperating flexible arms has
received little attention but there has been some.9,10

This paper represents the dénouement for the line of
research pursued in refs. 4–8. A fusion of the previous
techniques is brought to bear on the problem of adap-
tive control for cooperating flexible robot arms in the
case where the payload is significantly larger than the
manipulators but otherwise unknown.

Simulation results will be presented for a system
of two planar arms each with three joints that ma-
nipulate a shared rigid payload. Each arm has two
flexible links and a third rigid link which is cantile-
vered to the large rigid payload. Excellent tracking is
demonstrated with simultaneous vibration suppres-
sion for the adaptive controller when the payload
is sufficiently large for a variety of load-sharing
parameters.

2. COOPERATING FLEXIBLE ROBOTS

This work deals with a chain of flexible and/or
rigid bodies as shown in Figure 1. Bodies B0 and BN
are cantilevered in an inertial reference frame F0 so as
to form a closed loop. The bodies are connected by
revolute joints and ��col��n�, n�1,...,N , denotes the
collection of joint angles and qe�col�qen� is the col-
lection of Ne elastic degrees of freedom.

The body BM , 1�M�N , is taken to be a rigid
payload under manipulation and it is assumed that

M is equal to the number of rigid degrees of freedom
after loop closure. The joint angles and elastic coor-
dinates are further partitioned as

�1�col��n�,n�1,...,M , (1)

�2�col��n�,n�M�1,...,N , (2)

q1e�col�qen�,n�1,...,M , (3)

q2e�col�qen�,n�M�1,...N . (4)

The payload position � is interpreted as a six-tuple
whose top half contains the position of BM with re-
spect to F0 and whose bottom half is an attitude pa-
rametrization such as Euler angles.

The payload position can be written as �
�F1(�1 ,qe1)�F2(�2 ,qe2) where Fi , i�1,2, are the
forward kinematics maps. Its velocity is given by

�̇�Ji���i ,qie��̇i�Jie��i ,qie�q̇ie , i�1,2, (5)

where Ji� , Jie , i�1,2 are the corresponding Jacobian
matrices. The �-tip rate described in Section 1 is de-
fined by

�̇����̇��1����C1J1��̇1�C2J2��̇2	 , (6)

��̇��1����C1J1eq̇1e�C2J2eq̇2e	 , (7)

where C1 with 0�C1�1 and C2�1�C1 will be
termed load-sharing parameters. For ��1, ����, the
true payload position, while for ��0, �� describes an
output based on the joint motion alone. If the ap-
proximations Ji�(�i ,qie)�Ji�(�i ,0), i�1,2, are made,
then the integral of (6) yields ��(t)���(t)�(1��)
��C1F1(�1 ,0)�C2F2(�2 ,0)	 where Fi(�i ,0) are the
rigid forward kinematical maps. The control torques
are assumed to be determined according to

���
1¯
N	T��C1J1� C2J2�	T�̂, (8)

where �̂ is a collection of M control inputs; hence the
load-sharing description for the Ci . The paper estab-
lishes a control scheme for �(t) so that �(t) tracks a
prescribed payload trajectory �d(t).

Figure 1. Closed-loop multibody system.
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3. LARGE PAYLOAD DYNAMICS

In ref. 8, it was established that the dynamics of
the closed-loop flexible robot under the assumption
that BM was large were described by

M���̈�C���,�̇��̇� �̂, (9)

C���,�̇��̇�Ṁ���̇�
1
2

�� �̇TM���̇�/��, (10)

M̂eeq̈e�Deeq̇e�Keeqe���C1J1e C2J2e	
T�̂. (11)

In the first of these, M�� is the task-space mass matrix
of the equivalent rigid arm evaluated at �i
�F ri

�1(�) where F ri
�1(•), i�1,2, are the rigid inverse

kinematics maps. Hence, (9) and (10) are equivalent
to the rigid-body task-space motion equations. In the
second equation, M̂ee�M̂ee

T �O is the mass matrix
relative to qe assuming that the large payload forms
a clamping boundary condition (��0) and Kee
�Kee

T �O is the stiffness matrix. We have added a
damping term Deeq̇e with Dee�Dee

T �O which is re-
quired in the stability proof in the adaptive case.

A further simplification is possible if one includes
only the payload contributions to M�� . First, recog-
nize that in this case (9) is equivalent to the motion
equation for a single rigid body with kinetic energy
1
2�̇TM���̇� 1

2�TM� where

M��m1 �c�

c� J � , ��� v
�� .

Here, � is the generalized velocity of the payload
body expressed in a body-fixed frame consisting of
the translational velocity v in the top three-tuple and
the angular velocity � in the bottom. M is the corre-
sponding (constant) mass matrix containing the ze-
roth (m), first (c), and second (J) moments of mass.
Note that ��P(�)�̇ where P�diag�CM0(�),SM0(�)�,
CM0 is the rotation matrix describing the orientation
of BM with respect to F0 , and SM0 is the correspond-
ing matrix transforming Euler rates into (body-
frame) angular velocity. To facilitate the subsequent
development, the six-dimensional extension of the
cross-operator is defined by

�� ���� O

v� ��� , �T�� �0.

The notation (•)� denotes the 3�3 skew-symmetric
matrix used to implement the vector cross product.
The motion equation (9) can now be written in the
form

M�̇��� M��P�T����̂. (12)

4. THE ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER

The desired trajectory is prescribed by ��d ,�̇d ,�̈d� and
it is assumed that �d→�̄d (constant) as t→ . The fol-
lowing quantities play an essential role:

�d�P����̇d,

�̃����d�P����P , �̃����d,

�r��d�P�����̃��P���� �̇d���̃�	 ,

�̃�������d, (13)

�̃r����r�P�����P���̃�	 , (14)

s���P����̃�, (15)

where ���T�O and ��d is the desired form of ��

discussed below. Given the structure of the payload
motion equation (12), our choice of feedforward
torque can be written as

P�T�̂d�W� �̇r ,�r ,��a�M�̇r��r
� M�, (16)

where a�col�m ,c,j� (j is a column of the six indepen-
dent moment of inertia elements) and W is termed
the regressor matrix.

The desired behavior for the elastic displace-
ments, qed , is defined by

M̂eeq̈ed�Deeq̇ed�Keeqed���C1J1e C2J2e	
T�̂d (17)

and the desired form of �� is defined by �̇�d��̇d
�(1��)�C1J1eq̇1e ,d�C2J2eq̇2e ,d	 . Subtracting (16)
from (12) and (17) from (11) yields the following form
of the error dynamics:

M�P r��̃r
� M��P�T����̃, (18)

M̂eeq̈̃e�DeeqP e�Keeq̃e���C1J1e C2J2e	
T�̃, (19)
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where �̃� �̂� �̂d and q̃e�col�q̃1e ,q̃2e��qe�qed .
Now consider the function

S�� 1
2 �̃r

TM�̃r�
1
2 �1����qP e

TM̂eeqP e�q̃e
TKeeq̃e	

(20)

which is non-negative if ��1. Its time derivative
yields, after substituting for the error dynamics,

Ṡ��� �̂� �̂d�Ts���1���qP e
TDeeqP e. (21)

Integrating with respect to time from zero to T�0
and taking S�(0)�0 yields �0

T( �̂� �̂d)Ts�dt�S�(T)
�(1��)�0

TqP e
TDeeqP edt which suggests that the map-

ping s��G� �̂� �̂d	 embodied by (18), (19), (15), and
�P���P�(1��)�C1J1eqP 1e�C2J2eqP 2e	 is passive11 if �
�1. On the basis of the passivity theorem,11 s��L2 if
�̂� �̂d��H�s�	 and H is a strictly passive operator,
i.e., �0

Ts�
TH�s�	dt���0

Ts�
Ts�dt , �T�0, �s��L2e , and

some ��0. (If ��0, H is a passive operator.)
Now, let us replace the parameters in the feedfor-

ward in (16) with estimates â(t) and motivated by the
passivity theorem use a positive-definite feedback
gain matrix Kd�Kd

T�O for H:

�̂�PTW� �̇r ,�r ,��â�t ��Kds�. (22)

Hence, using Eqs. (16) and (22),

��
0

T
� �̂� �̂d�Ts�dt���

0

T
ãTWTPs�dt��

0

T
s�

TKds�dt ,

where ã� â�a.

The operator H will be strictly passive if ã is a passive
function of �WTPs� . The simplest such function if
knowledge of the true parameters is to be avoided is
an integrator. Therefore,

aP� ȧ̂���WT� �̇r ,�r ,��P���s�, (23)

���T�O.

The final form of the controller gives us the following:

Theorem. The use of the controller given by (8), (22), (16),
and (23) yields �̃(t)→0 as t→ .
Proof: It has been noted that on the basis of the pas-
sivity theorem, s��L2 . Now, consider the function

Figure 2. System for simulation.

Table I. Robot mass properties.

�
(m)

m
(kg)

c
(g·m)

J
(g·m2)

EI
(N·m2)

Base
(B0�B6) 0.600
Arm 1
B1 rotor 0.037 2.66 1.84 0.23
B1 link 0.406 0.20 40.4 10.9 39.3
B1 stator 0.062 1.92 112.0 8.43
B2 rotor 0.082 1.80 15.8 2.19
B2 link 0.360 0.18 32.3 7.76 39.3
B2 stator 0.067 0.93 54.6 4.15
Payload
(B3) 0.598 15.7 4670 1950
Arm 2
B4 rotor 0.067 0.93 7.99 1.02
B4 link 0.327 0.19 26.1 9.69 39.3
B4 stator 0.112 2.10 206.0 24.3
B5 rotor 0.077 2.23 10.2 3.26
B5 link 0.390 0.16 37.3 5.69 39.3
B5 stator 0.037 2.53 92.5 131.0
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V�S��
1
2

ãT��1ã�0 ���1 �.

Using (21)–(23), its time derivative satisfies

V̇��s�
TKds���1���qP e

TDeeqP e�0.

Hence s��L2�L , qP e�L2�L , �P��L2 , �̃�

�L2�L , and �̃�→0 as t→ . Since V is bounded, so
are ã and �̃r . Since s� , �̇̃� , �̃� , �̇d , �̈d→0 as t→ , so
do �r and �̇r . Therefore, �̃� �̂� �̂d→PTW(�̇r ,�r ,�) ã
�0. Since q̃e is the solution of the stable system in (19)
with �̃→0, then q̃e→0. When this result is combined
with �̃�→0, then �̃→0. �

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Simulation results will now be presented for a
system of two planar arms each with three joints that
manipulate a shared object (Figure 2). Each arm has
two flexible links and a third rigid link which is can-
tilevered to the large rigid payload. Bodies B1 , B2 ,
B4 , and B5 are modeled as an inboard rigid body, a
homogeneous, isotropic flexible beam exhibiting in-
plane bending (with bending stiffness EI), and an
outboard rigid body. The mass properties of each
body are presented in Table I where m , c , and J are
the zeroth, first, and second moments of mass relative
to the inboard attachment point of the subbody and
� is its length. The geared actuators exhibit a lumped
rotor inertia each of which is given in Table II.

This is a mathematical model of an experimental
testbed constructed in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering at the University of Canterbury in
Christchurch, New Zealand. An analysis of the sys-
tem vibration modes and both experimental and
simulation results for the nonadaptive form of the
controller presented in this paper � â�a in Eq. (22)] is
presented in ref. 8. The close agreement demon-
strated there between simulation and experiment
suggests that the simulation results given here for the
adaptive case are indicative of what would be
achieved in experiment. Other details concerning the
modeling procedure and the simulation of the exact

Figure 3. Simulation results for PD feedback control.

Figure 4. Fixed parameter results.

Figure 5. Tracking errors.

Table II. Rotor inertias.

Joint (g·m2) (g·m2)

1, 6 128.0 128.0

2, 5 150.0 307.0

3, 4 16.1 16.1
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motion equations (no large payload approximation)
subject to the loop-closure constraint are discussed in
ref. 8.

The desired trajectory is a circle for the center of
the payload with constant orientation. The center of
the circle is given by �c���0.3 0.75 0	T m and its ra-
dius is rc�0.15 m. The payload position around the
circle is measured with the angle �(t) with ��0 cor-
responding to the ‘‘3 o’clock’’ position. This angle is
selected so that the first semicircle is an acceleration
phase with �(0)��/2 (roughly the position in Figure
2), �̇(0)��̈(0)�0, �̇(T)�2�/T , and �̈(T)�0 with
�(t)�(�/2)�(�t/T)�sin(�t/T). The next three full
circles are performed with constant angular velocity
�̇�2�/T . The last semicircle is a deceleration phase
terminating with �(5T)��/2 and �̇(5T)��̈(5T)
�0, with �(5T�t)����(t), 0�t�T .

For the following study, T�4 s, ��0.8, ���c1
in (15), and Kd��c•P(�c)

TMP(�c) in (22), where
�c�4 rad/s. The value of � in the adaptation law is
selected to be diagonal with entries given by �mm

�4�cT�̂mm where

�̂mm�� �
0

T
W� �̇d ,�d ,�d�Kd

�1W� �̇d ,�d ,�d�dt�
mm

.

Given the planar nature of the problem a effectively
contains four parameters: m, cx , cy , and Jzz . For sim-
plicity, we take ��d��d so that (17) is not used.

Initially, the control law was implemented using
only the feedback portion � â(t)�0 in Eq. (22)] with
balanced load-sharing (C1�C2�0.5). The resulting
tracking performance is illustrated in Figure 3 with
large position and orientation errors in evidence.
When the feedforward was implemented using the
true known parameters ( â�a), the tracking perfor-
mance illustrated in Figure 4 was obtained with cor-
responding errors and orientation given in Figure 5.
There is considerable improvement over the results
using PD feedback alone with simultaneous vibration
suppression.

The results corresponding to the use of the adap-
tation law in (23) with â(0)�0 are shown in Figure 5
for two different load-sharing scenarios. Interest-
ingly, they are significantly better than the fixed
(known) parameter case which occurs because the
feedforward is based on the payload alone. The adap-
tive form evidently has the ability to account for the
‘‘missing’’ mass in the arms. The evolution of three of
the four parameter estimates is shown in Figure 6. As
might be expected, the parameters do not converge to
the true payload values but larger values indicative of
the entire robot.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A passivity-based adaptive controller has been
developed for two flexible robot arms which manipu-
late a large rigid payload. The underlying passivity
property depends only on the size of the payload and
hence is robust with respect to the stiffness properties
of the link and the number of modeled modes. A free
load-sharing parameter permits the required joint
torques to be shared between the arms in an arbitrary
fashion.

The robotic system used in the numerical ex-
ample exhibited significant departures from the as-
sumed payload-dominated model: the payload mass
is on the order of that of the two robot arms and the
joints exhibit significant rotor inertias. In spite of
these effects, the adaptive controller worked quite
well.
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